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doctors, and certain!}* no new rural dispensary should now
be opened except with a female doctor in charge. Mean-
while some kind of female attendant must be attached to
our rural dispensaries, whether as compounder, nurse-
compounder, nurse-dai, nurse, or dai, to assist the female
patients in describing their symptoms and in general to
inspire confidence and to give what help they can. Country
doctors in England do much of their own dispensing.
Could not money be saved in this way in the Punjab and
spent on providing a female attendant ? It is said that
the presence of a male compounder is necessary to deputize
for the doctor when he is away, often for the purpose of
giving evidence in medico-legal cases: but need rural
doctors touch medico-legal work ? In any case the
presence of an unqualified male deputy, while the doctor
is away, is infinitely less valuable than the daily services
of an attendant for the female half of the population.
3. Health visitors and midwives. The training of dais
is as important as the training of patwaris and should be
done as thoroughly and as systematically. At present it is
left largely to semi-oincial and unofficial effort and philan-
thropy, which does what it can, but will not cover the whole
area in any period we can foresee.
Dai-training presents difficulties. Doctors have a tradi-
tion of demanding fees and are therefore difficult to use for
training dais and supervising maternity work in scattered
villages. Health visitors can do this excellently, and their
traditions are of helpful service, unhindered by the question
of fees. But the}' cost nearly as much as doctors and,
although they can give a lot of help and can prevent a lot
of disease and suffering, they are not qualified to tackle
serious cases (whether maternity or other) demanding
positive treatment. Moreover their best work is done in

